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I • EXECUTIVE Sl.M4ARY 

A. Description of Project 

The fishing industry has been hurt by rising fuel costs. This 
study was undertaken to determine the fuel savings that might occur If 
sails were used on fishing vessels as an auxll lary means of propulsion. 
Attention was also paid to vessel safety, crew efficiency and "come
home" capabilltles as they were effected by the use of sails. 

A boat was designed, bul It and equipped for sall assisted fishing
operations. Data was collected during sea trials, test runs and actual 
fishing operations. These data were analysed with the help of the 
Virginia Institute of Marine Science to determine the fuel savings and 
the economic vlabl I lty of the configuration. Assessment of the observa
tions of crew performance and vessel safety were analyzed. 

B. Findings 

The monitoring of Norfolk Rebel performance In sea trials, on fish
Ing trips and during routine operating conditions yielded over 1,500
observations under varying conditions of wind, s e a  a n d  s a l  I 
configurations. Results of analysis of sea trial data and summations of 
observations taken during fishing operations Indicated a representative 
overal I fuel savings of six percent with certain periods of operation
showing savings of 20 to 45 percent. The fairly low payback rate by the 
sail rig as seen In this study may be enhanced by more experience In the 
offshore fishery and by greater attention to wind patterns In selecting 
the fishing grounds for each trip. Since the over.al I savings Is heavily 
dependent on the proportion of transit time In a fishing trip, this 
multi-purpose vessel would be more competitive in a region requiring 
longer travel to the fishing grounds. 

c. Benefits 

The benefits to the fishing Industry Include lower fuel costs,
ab 11 I ty to stay out I onger, Increased safety for vesse I and crew and 
decreased engine maintenance costs • 
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I I • I NTROOUCT I ON 

The rising cost of fuel has stead! ly eaten Into the profits of 
people operating fishing vessels. The Increase In fuel prices has not 
been countered by a corresponding Increase In the off-vessel price of 
seafood. The gross tonnage of seafood brought to the dock has decl lned 
over the same time period. These economic factors, combined with higher
Interest rates, have sharply cut Into the profits of fishing vessel 
owners and operators. 

An lndlvldual f lshermen can have little effect on Interest rates,
fuel prices, or seafood prices, but control of fuel consumption Is 
within his power. One potential way to reduce fuel consumption Is by
the use of sails on fishing vessels. The vessel operator can Increase 
his prof It margin by decreasing his fuel consumption If the means used 
have a sufficiently good payback. 
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Ill. PURPOSE 

A. Description of the Problem 

The purpose of the project Is to determine the effects of sall
asslst for fishing vessels with attention to two areas: how Is vessel 
safety and crew efficiency Influence and what fuel savings accrue to the 
operator. 

B. Original Objectives 

The original objectives of the project were as fol lows: 

1. Achieve a significant reduction In fuel consumption. For 
project purposes, a "significant" reduction w! I l have been 
achieved If fuel needs are reduced by 20% or more. 

2. Demonstrate the f eas I b I I I ty of ut I I I z Ing w Ind power to 
reduce fuel consumption without additional manpower needs. 

3. Demonstrate add It Iona I value of sat I Ing capabi I tty to 
bring vessels suffering mechanical fat lure back to port,
thereby eliminating the need for energy-Intensive rescue 
operat Ions ( "Come home cap ab I l I ty") • 

4. Demonstrate that designing and equipping a vessel for 
sat I-assist contributes to the overal I safety of the ves
sel and the crew. 

5. Demonstrate that reluctance In the fishing Industry to 
adopt and apply energy-saving measures can be overcome 
through this example. 

6. Demonstrate that reduced engine use through sal I-assist 
substitution reduces engine down time and maintenance. 
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I V. APPROACH 

A. Description of Work 

1. VESSEL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

Rebel Marine Service, Inc. commissioned the design of the Norfolk 
Rebel by Naval Architect Merritt Walter of Rover Marine, Inc. Both 
firms are located In Norfolk, Virginia. The design parameters estab-
1 !shed by Rebel Marine Included: 

- Vessel to be used for fishing, towing and cargo. 
- Vessel to have good performance under sall and power. 
- Vessel to have short mast height and large sail area. 
- Accommodations to be adequate for up to six crew members. 

R
The resultant "TUGANTINE " specifications (see Appendix A) are as 

fol lows: 

Length on Deck 51.5 feet (15.7 meters)
Beam (maximum) • • 15 .2 feet (4.6 meters) 
Draft ( 11 ght) • 5.5 feet (1 .7 meters)
Nominal Sall Area . 1400 sq. feet (130 sq. meters) 

The I Ines for the vessel were computer-processed by Mr. Walter to 
determine righting angle and tons-per-Inch immersion, and were computer
lofted for ease of construction. She was designed to meet or exceed the 
American Bureau of Shipping scant I lngs. 

Arrangement of the vessel Includes an Insulated fish hold amidships
with a volume of 800 cubic feet (23 cubic meters), capable of holdlng 
about eight tons (seven metric tons) of lee and fish. The area forward 
of the hold is given to the crew's quarters which are sufficient to ac
commodate four or more crew members. Aft of the hold, amidships and In 
the area of greatest beam, Is the galley, main salon, captain's cabin,
and head with shower. Farther aft Is the engine room, and in the stern 
a large lazarette for equipment storage. Fuel and water tanks are but It 
Into the box keel. There are five watertight compartments. The Norfolk 
Rebel has a capacity of 900 gal Ions (3400 I iters) of diesel fuel and 350 
gal Ions (1325 I lters) of water. 

The Norfolk Rebel Is rigged as a gaff schooner for several reasons. 
It offers a large sail area for the shortest possible masts. The mast 
he I ght must be I ess than 65 feet ( 19 .8 meters) from the water I I ne be
cause the vessel often works in the lntercoastal Waterway under bridges. 
A gaff rig Is less efficient than marconl upwind, but more efficient off 
the wind. Though the Norfolk Rebel can work Its way to windward under 
sail If need be, normal procedure Is to drop the sai Is and motor upwind.
Although a gaff rig Is more labor-Intensive, the Initial cost is lower 
than for rol I er-furl Ing marconl rigs. (The "extra" labor needed for the 
gaff rig has no effect on the Norfolk Rebel's complement because four or 
five people are carried for fishing trips and only two are required to 
raise, I ower or reef the sa I Is.) The masts are raked aft so that no 
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backstays are necessary; a backstay would hamper fishing operations and 
prevent the vessel from performing tows. 

Construction of the vessel was conducted under the direction of 
Howdy B alley, Master Bui Ider, of Customs Uni lmlted (Norfolk, Va.). Al I 
welds In the steel plate hul I were ground and checked for pin holes. 
The completed hul I was then sandblasted and painted with Devoe 1 s Inor
ganic zinc system to prevent rusting. The vessel was launched on May 
22, 1980. Subsequently the wiring, Interior, and engine were lnstal led, 
fol lowed by the masts and rigging. Outfitting the vessel and equipping 
It for fishing took a total of one and a half years. The difficult 
economic times and subsequent reduction In avallable towing and salvage
work resulted In cash flow problems which delayed the flnal fitting out 
for fishing operations. 

The vessel Is equipped to undertake two major types of fishing:
longllnlng for swordfish and bottom-fishing for snapper, grouper or sea 
bass. Long I In Ing equipment Includes a hydraul le reel with level winder,
holdlng ten to twelve ml les of main! lne. Three to four hundred hooks 
are spaced evenly along the main! lne, with a bat l every three hooks and 
a high flyer every mile. The bottom-fishing equipment consists of four 
electrlc and two hand reels, each equipped with a heavy sinker and from 
two to six hooks. 

In  addition, the test vessel carries an extensive array of 
electronics to aid her In navigation, fish-finding, and performance 
monitoring. For navigation, the Norfolk Rebel Is equipped with an Epsco
C-Nav XL Loran coupled to a C-Plot I I plotter. There are an Epsco F0-2 
radar with 32-mi le range, two Epsco RT-78 synthesized multlchannel 
VHF/FM radlotelephones, and a Ritchie 6-inch steering compass. 

Fish-finding equipment consists of a Epsco CVS-888 color video 
depth sounder and a Wesmar 165 color scanning sonar. There Is also a 
Dytek sea water temperature gauge. 

Primary to the performance monitoring are a Datamarine apparent 
wind speed and direction Indicator and a Datamarlne knotmeter/log unit. 
A Fleet Facts fuel flow monitor shows the fuel consumption rate and the 
total fuel used. The Loran C gives vessel speed over the bottom. 
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2. PERFORMANCE MONITORING METHODS 

The performance of the Norfolk Rebel was monitored for the assess
ment of the use of sat ls as an auxl I lary power source for vessels  
engaged In  coastal fishing operations. Observations were made of crew 
performance and vessel performance during sea trials and during normal 
fishing operations. Descriptions of the data col lectlon methods fol low. 

a. Crew Acceptance and 
Vessel Handling, Safety and Seaworthiness 

Observations were made during sea trials, fishing trips and during
routine free-running transits to assess the crew's acceptance of sal !
assist, the vessel's ease of hand I Ing and the effect of salls on safety 
and seaworthiness . Interpretation of these observations was done with 
exp I left rel lance on the captain's judgement and experience in the han
d I Ing of vessels of this type. 

b. Estimation of Representative Fuel Consumption 

Four tasks made up this portion of the project: (1) data col lec
tlon, (2) data editing, (3) error assessment and (4) data correlation. 

(1) Data Col !ectlon. Data logging sheets were set up to record 
the date and time of observation, apparent wind speed and direction,
vessel speed through the water, vessel speed over the bottom, engine
speed, fuel consumption rate, sail configuration, sea conditions, and 
"remarks". The "remarks" column was used for noting the amount of Ice 
and fish In the hold, plus other factors I lkely to Influence the ves
sel's performance. 

Vessel speed, engine speed, wind speed, wind direction and fuel 
consumption were measured electronlcal ly, displayed by Instruments and 
logged by the pl lothouse watch. Al I other parameters were es timated by
the pl lothouse watch. 

Control led sea trials were conducted jointly by RMS and VIMS per
sonnel In WI I loughby Bay (N orfolk, Virginia) at various times between 
December 1981 and August 1982. This body of water was chosen for Its 
mlnlmal tidal currents and good protection from wind-generated wave 
action. Trials were conducted under various conditions of wind speed, 
sai I configuration, and engine speed. During these "control led" sea 
trials, the observations were logged at frequent Intervals (thirty to 
ninety seconds) whl le the vessel was running prescribed courses. Since 
the sea trials were dedicated completely to the testing of the vessel, 
as opposed to operations during which data logging was auxiliary, the 
sea trial data provide the most consistent and precise data In the set. 
Three hundred twenty four data points were collected during these 
"control led" sea trials. 

Data acquisition on fishing trips was done at regular Intervals as 
demands on the pilothouse watch would al low. Observations were also 
collected under free-running conditions whenever possible. This set of 
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observations provides Information on a much broader range of operating 
conditions, but has less precision because of the Involvement of the 
watch In other activities, because of the varying Individual Interpreta
tions of the readouts of the Instrumentation and because of the 
varlabll lty of the conditions under which the observations were made. 
During routine vessel operations, 1209 observations were logged. 

The observations were keyed Into the VIMS Prime 750 computer from 
the data logging sheets and reformatted for access by a standard statis
tics and graphics package. 

(2) Data Editing. Correct transcription of the data was checked 
by visual comp arison of each entry against the  original logs.
Typographical errors were thus reduced. 

Extreme data points were located by graphical presentation and by
statlstlcal summary of each of the parameters. Some data points were 
thus recognized as out! lers and were referred back to the data logs. If 
the data transcription was correct, the conditions under which the ob
servation was made were Inspected. If the conditions were appropriate 
for the data group being examined, the observation was left In the data 
set as a normal deviation. In some cases, observations were found which 
were not representative of normal vessel operations, e.g., Instances of 
towing a sea anchor or another vessel. These data points were removed 
from the data set. 

(3) Error Assessment. With specific quantitative knowledge of the 
errors associated with a series of observations, an analytical deriva
tion of the precision of the observations can be  made. Without such 
knowledge, the estimation of precision and, conversely, the estimation 
of uncertainty must be done statistically. 

Analytical quantification of the errors In the observed data was 
not attempted for two reasons: 

There was no capabll tty for precise cal lbratlon of the sensors and 
readouts of the Instruments used In determining vessel speed, wind 
speed and direction, fuel use and engine speed. The assessment of 
the stab ii lty of the Instrumentation had to depend on the crew's 
experience with the vessel and her performance. 

The observations depended a great deal on the individual who was 
logging the Information. The high rate of var lab ii lty In several 
of the parameters required an "optical averaging" of the Instru
ments' readings. In the cases of fuel use and vessel speed, 
digital readouts with half-second updates left much to the inter
pretation of the observer. Addltlonal Interpretation was Involved 
In the assessment of the amount of lee and fish In the hold, as 
wel I as the type (chop or swel I) and height of the seas in which 
the Norfolk Rebel was working. 
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Statistlcal quantification of data precision was used for this 
study. Dlfflcultles arose here also because of the many variables In
herent In the wind-sea-vessel Interaction and the relative sparseness of 
the data set. 

In addition to sail configuration and engine speed, motor sail Ing 
performance depends heavily on three environmental parameters: wind 
speed, wind direction and sea state. The collected data were not con
tinuous across the whole range of values for any of the recorded 
parameters. If a comparison was to be made by selectlng one value of 
wind speed, one value of wind direction and one value of sea state,
there were not necessarily any corresponding values for vessel speed and 
fuel consumption. 

Instead of specific values for these environmental parameters, 
ranges of wind speed, wind direction and sea state were establ I shed to 
provide larger sets of data for each desired comparison of sall 
configurations. Although this method did provide more data points, It 
a lso Introduced additional uncertainty In the results because the 
sl lghtly different conditions over the sample contributed to variations 
In the observed performance. An attempt was made to select regimes or 
ranges of wind and sea conditions within which the vessel performance 
would vary as I lttle as possible. The groupings of wind and sea condi
tions are shown In Table 1. 

Table 1. 
Grouping of Wind and Sea Conditions 

For Sea Trial Analysis 

Apparent
Wind Speed

(knots) 
5-9 10-16 17-21 22-26 

Apparent
Wind Direction 

(degrees) 
0-49 50-150 151-180 

Wave Height 
(feet) 

0-3 3-6 6-9 9-12 

Observations were logged for al I the conditions encountered. Winds 
speeds encountered during fishing trips were predominately in the ,ange
of 8 to 16 knots. For slmpl !city, the presentation of the sea trlal 
data wll I be I lmlted to winds of the 10 to 16 knot range. Winds of less 
than 10 knots are of lessor importance in fuel savings and winds of 
greater than 16 knots were not often seen during the sea trlals. 
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(4) Data Corre!atlon. The fol lowing parameters were found to be 
significant to fuel consumption within the resolution of the study:
vessel speed through the water, wind speed and direction, engine speed, 
saf I configuration and sea state. The data show a fairly steady 
relatlonshlp between fuel consumption and engine speed regardless of 
sat l configuration or vessel speed. Figure 1 shows this relationship
for several sat I configurations. Because of this behavior and because 
the primary Interest Is In the amount of fuel needed to get from point A 
to point B regardle�s of engine speed, the comparisons of different sail 
and motor configurations are presented directly In terms of vessel speed 
versus the rate of fuel consumption, Independent of engine speed. 
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Figure 1. Engine Speed vs Fuel Use 
For 4 Sail Configurations 
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Figures 2 through 5 show scatter plots of the relationship between 
the vessel speed and fuel consumption rate for engine with foresal I; for 
engine with main, fore, and genoa; for engine with main, fore, Jib and 
genoa; and for engine-only operation. The second plot In each figure 
shows the mean of the consumption rate at each discrete value of vessel 
speed. The scatter and lack of smoothness of this data do not allow 
simple comparisons of fuel consumption at arbitrary vessel speeds. 
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Figure 2. Fuel Use Rate vs Vessel Speed 
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Figure 3. Fuel Use Rate vs Vessel Speed 
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Figure 4. Fuel Use Rate vs Vessel Speed 
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Figure 5. Fuel Use Rate vs Vessel Speed 
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To smooth the data and to provide a consistent means for comparison
at any specif lc vessel speed, curves were fitted to the observed data. 
The foresal I sea-trlal data were not analyzed further because there were 
no t eno u gh observations. Third order polynomial equations were 
Initially fitted to observed data for each of the remaining sat !/engine
conf lguratlons. For the motor-sail Ing observations, the fitted curves 
were not we! l behaved In the regions of Interest, so the speed/fuel 
relationship for each of the motor-sal llng configurations was modeled by 
a cubic equation of the type 

FUEL 3 
= K * SPEED + C 

where K and Care constants determined by the flt. The curve fitting 
was done by a l !near regression of the fuel consumption values against
the cube of the speed values. A standard error of estimate (the stan
dard deviation of the residuals) was then calculated for each set of 
data, providing an estimate of the predictive capabi I lty of each curve. 

There were enough observations made during sea trials of engine
only operation to give a smooth third-order polynomial flt to these 
data. Figures 6 through 8 show the sea trial data with the fitted 
curves. 
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Figure 6. Fitted Curve of Fuel Use vs Boat Speed 
Engine wiih Main, rore & Genoa 
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Figure 7. i"iLLed Curve of li'uel u�c v� Bout Speed 
Engine ,t ilh Main, Fore, Jib & Cenoc1 
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figure 8. l1'iLled Curve of fuel Use vs Boc1t Speed 
E11gi11c Operdling Alone - Scc1 Tri.:>.h, 
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The curve in Figure 9 represents the fuel consumption relatlonshlp 
under power alone for al I conditions. Approximately 780 readings of 
fuel consumption under engine alone were logged over the course of the 
project under various wind and sea conditions. Sufficient data were 
available here to generate a wel I-behaved monotonic polynomial. This 
curve was generated by a least-squares flt of a third-order polynomial
to al I the logged data that were representative of routine vessel 
operations. An additional constraint to the flt was the Inclusion of 
dummy readings Indicating zero fuel consumption at zero vessel speed to 
force a real lstlc behavior on the polynomial as It approached zero. 
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F·igure 9: Fitted Curve of Fuel Use vs Boal Speed 
Engine Operating Alone - All Ob!:.ervulions 
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It can be seen In several Instances that the fitted curves are 
reasonable only for certain regions of vessel speed. Extrapolation 
beyond the regions contai ning observed data should be viewed with 
caution. The use of these curves was restricted to the wel I-behaved 
regions. 
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3. USE OF SAILS IN FISHING OPERATIONS 

Sixteen fishing trlps were made between November 1981 and November 
1982. Nlne trips provided lnsufflclent data for numerical analysts due 
to rough condltlons and seasickness or monitoring equipment malfunction. 
The seven remalnlng trips provided 333 observations of the vessel's per
formance In three different types of fishing (bottom fishing, long I In Ing 
and tro I I Ing) • 

In order to determine the savings (If any) under sail during the 
fishing operations, It ls necessary to compare the observed consumption 
under sall with an estimate of engine-only fuel consumption for the same 
conditions. 

The base-llne curve developed from the entire sample of engine-only 
observations (Fig. 9) was calibrated for the fishing trips by using I+ 
to predict fuel consumption for the engine-only observations taken 
during fishing trips. It was found that the base-1 lne curve was seven 
and one-half percent low in predicting the average consumption rate for 
these observations. Detailed Investi gation of this behavior was not 
undertaken at this time, but instead an "open-water" correction factor 
of 1.075 was appl led. Thi s re-calibrated base-I lne yielded a mean 
residual error of 0.0 gal Ions per hour with a standard error of estimate 
of ±0,66 gal Ions per hour for the 192 engine-only observations In the 
sample. 

A plot of the engine-only performance during fishing trips ls shown 
l n FI gure 10 w I th the "open-water" base-I I ne curve. 
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V. Fl�INGS 

A. Actua I Accomp 11 shments 

1. CREW ACCEPTAI\CE, VESSEL HANDLING,

SAFETY AND SEAWORTHINESS 

The fishermen employed on the Norfolk Rebel, both sailors and non
sailors alike, accepted the extra work Involved In sat I hand I Ing because 
of the reduction in fuel costs and the dampening of the rol I Ing motion 
of the boat. However, during runs of Just a few hours or less, the time 
needed to raise, trim and lower al I the sails was not always worth the 
effort, especlal ly when there was a lot of gear work to be done on deck. 

The use of the gaff rig on the Norfolk Rebel did not require a 
larger crew nor any change In watch-standing procedures. The sal Is can 
be raised or lowered by one person, but it Is easier to have two people.
Rebel Marine Service's practice Is to have two people on watch, so this 
arrangement Is ideal. Novice sailors were teamed with "old salts" and 
normally could pick up the rudiments of sal I hand I Ing In Just a few 
trips. 

The malnsal I and foresal I are hoisted with four-part tackles, 
making this operation falrly easy. In addition, they are equipped with 
lazyjacks so that the sails stay on top of the booms when lowered. The 
combination gives a simple and time-tested system for making or reducing
sa i I. 

The sheets for the main, fore and staysails are also of four parts.
One person can handle sail trimming for these sai Is In winds under 25 
knots. In higher winds, the sheets may be led to winches or another 
crew member can assist. 

When the vesse I Is work Ing I ts way to wl ndward, a I I sa 11 s except
the genoa are self-tending. The genoa sheets are led to large two-speed 
self-ta I I Ing winches located by the pilothouse doors for easy access by
the helmsman. During a tack under main, foresal I and genoa, one person 
lets fly the windward genoa sheet then crosses to the opposite side of 
the pilothouse to haul In the other sheet on the new tack without going 
forw ard. When the Jib Is up the genoa must be led around the Jib 
halyard. 

Electrlc or hydraul le winches for sal I hand I Ing, connected to the 
sheets and control led from the pl lothouse, would reduce the manpower 
needs under sal I; however this equipment is prohibitively costly tor 
this operation. Because there are normally two people on watch at al I 
times, and two can handle almost any situation that may develop, man
power needs under sal I were not considered excessive. 

The sai Is on the Norfolk Rebe! helped to Improve her safety and 
seaworthiness. The sails acted to steady the rol I Ing motion of the ves
sel In a seaway providing better footing on deck. This action Is 
similar in effect to the use of paravanes on trawlers but without the 
underwater drag and corresponding Increase In fuel consumption. If the 
sail-Induced heel Increased too much for the crew's comfort, It was easy 
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to ree f down or lower one or two sal Is. The vessel was very we! I 
balanced and could sail under foresal I or genoa alone at a 60-degree 
apparent wind angle. 

During rough weather the Norfolk Rebel would lay to quartering seas 
under foresal I alone. The foresail would be sheeted In tight and the 
wheel put hard over to the windward side. The vessel would ride comfor
tably I Ike this for hours without any need for touching the helm or 
running the engine. 

In the event of an engine breakdown, the sal Is are capable of 
bringing the vessel safely back to port. If the Coast Guard transfers 
most of their routine towing duties to commerclal firms, as Is now under 
discussion, this "come home" capabll lty may wel I save a sizeable sum of 
money for the owner of a sail-assisted commercial fishing vessel. 
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2. SEA TRIALS 

Given the curves shown In Figures 6 through 8, It Is possible to 
develop a theoretical average fuel savings for each of the wind and sea 
conditions I lsted. Table 3 I lsts several examples of the Norfolk 
Rebel's average sea-tr I al performance taken from these curves. Figures
11 and 12 show the algebraic difference between the least-squares flt of 
each of the 2 motor-sailing curves and the engine-only base-I lne curve 
derived from sea trial observations. These plots are restricted to the 
wel I-behaved regions of the fitted curves. 

The standard error of estimate for each result Is the square root 
of the sum of the squares of the Individual standard errors of the ap
propriate m otor-sal I Ing curve and the engine-only curve. The standard 
error of estimate used here Is the standard deviation of the residuals 
developed when each curve Is used as a predictor for the set of data 
points from which It was derived. 

Table 3. 
Average Observed Fuel Use Rate (gph) During Sea Trlals 

In Winds of 10'to 16 Knots, Reaching 

Salls In Use 
----------------- ------

Speed (knots) 
-----------------------------

3 4 5 6 7 

Engine only 1.0 1.5 2.3 3.4 5.1 

Engine with Main,
Fore and Genoa 0.0* 0.4 1. 1 2.2 3.7 

Engine with Main 
Fore, Jib & Genoa 0.0* 0.0* 0.9 2.2 4.0 

*Zero fuel consumption Implies a sail-only configuration. 

A comparison of engine-only performance curves derived from the 
sea-trlal data with that derived from the entire set of observations 
indicates that the power required during the sea trials was about seven 
percent higher than the average for al I observations. This difference 
may be explained in part by the additional wave Induced drag ex hibited 
by a vessel moving close to hul I speed In water depths less that her 
water I lne length. 
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figure 11. Fuel Savings - Seo Trlol.s 
Engine with Main, rore & Genoa 
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Figure 12. Fuel Savings - Sea Triol.s 
Engine with Main, Fore, Jib & Genoa 
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3. FISHING AND SAIL USE 

The fuel consumption for each observation under sail was compared 
with the fuel consumption predicted by the open-water base-I lne curve. 
Table 4 shows a breakdown of the results for each fishing trip having
sufficient data. 

Table 4. 
Trip Summary of Observed and Predicted Performance 

Bottom Fishing
Trip Sai I No. of• Total 

Observ Time 
(hrs) 

5 

Avg Winds Actual 
Spd Dir Fuel Use 

(kts deg) (gals) 

Predicted 
Fuel Use 

(gals) 

Fuel 
Saved** 

(gals %)

F 8 4. 1 6.0 90 18.0 24.2 6. 1 25 

Head* 7 3.5 13.0 38 15.9 16.2 0.3 1 

Eng 53 25.5 10.6 26 102.7 102.6 -o.1 0 

6 

MF 5 2.5 2.6 58 13.3 15.5 2.2 14 

MFG 18 8.5 4.6 71 23.8 29.8 6.0 20 

Head* 5 2.0 2.2 16 12.9 13.0 0. 1 0 

Eng 15 6.6 8.8 24 24.7 29.7 5.0 16 

13 

F 1 0.4 5.0 80 0.4 0.6 0. 1 23 

MF 3 2.2 9.9 63 7.0 7.7 0.7 9 

1-FG 28 15. 7 8.9 67 17.5 35.2 17.8 50 

Head* 9 4.5 9.9 40 15.0 17.5 2.5 14 

Eng 1 0.5 o.o 90 0.6 0.5 -0. 1 -15 

(Table 4 Is continued on the next page) 
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Table 4 (continued). 

Long I 
Trip 

12 

In Ing 
Sa 11 No. of 

Observ 
Total 
Tlme 

(hrs) 

Avg Winds 
Spd Dir 

(kts deg) 

Actual 
Fuel Use 

(gals) 

Predicted 
Fuel Use 

(gals) 

Fuel 
Saved** 

(gals %> 

F 4 2.0 7.2 90 3.8 4.3 0.5 11 
t-F 1 0.5 7.0 60 1.4 1.3 -0 .1 -4 
FG 19 9.5 7.7 84 5.4 9.6 4. 1 43 
MFG 4 1.8 8.8 66 5. 1 5.4 0.3 5
Head* 38 22.7 9.5 24 57 .3 50.6 -6.7 -13 
Eng 28 18.7 1.2 11 70.5 64.5 -6.0 -9 

16 
F 4 2. 1 16.2 50 9.4 8.8 -0.6 -6 
�J 15 7.7 13.6 86 17.5 32.6 15. 1 46 
Head* 19 9.5 11.4 31 42.6 43.7 1. 1 2 

Trol 11 ng 
Trip Sa II No. of 

Observ 

9 

Total 
Time 

( hrs) 

Avg Winds 
Spd Dir 

(kts deg) 

Actual 
Fuel Use 

(gals) 

Predicted Fuel 
Fuel Use Saved** 

(gals) (gals %)

,.,.-G 6 
MFJG 8 

0.5 
3. 1 

9.3 76 
8.9 77 

0. 1 
0. 1 

0.6 0.5 85 
2.8 2.7 97 

Head* 16 2.8 7.6 20 6.2 6.5 0.3 4

10 
�G 12 7.5 6.7 90 4.5 8.3 3.8 45 
Head* 1 0.5 7.0 10 0.9 0.9 -o.o -5

*Head - Carrying s�I Is, but motoring upwind 
**This column gives the savings for the period that the given

sal Is are act�al ly In use. 
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The average fuel savings was determined for each sail configuration 
used during the fishing trips. Table 5 shows the results along with the 
number of observations used to determine each average. 

Tab I e 5. 
Average Rate of Fuel Savings During Fishing Operations 

By Sall Configuration 

Sal Is Rate of Fuel No. of 
Saving (gph) Observations 

Foresa I I 0.7 17 
Main & Fore 0.5 9 
Main, Fore & Genoa 0.8 

Fore & Genoa 0.4 

50 

19 

Main, Fore & Jib 2.0* 

Main, Fore, Jib & Genoa 0.9 

15 

8 

*This figure represents 7.7 hours on a beam reach with average
winds of 13.6 knots (see Table 4, Trip no. 16). 
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Table 6 shows the percentage of time that the various sall con
figurations were in  use during the fishing trips from casting off to 
tying up, inc luding time spent laylng to and hand I Ing gear. Also shown 
are the accu mulated fuel savings for each trip and the percent of fuel 
saved . Total fuel use as determined by topping off the tanks Is given
where aval I able. 

Table 6. 
Sal I Use* / Fuel Savings Prof 11 e 

Bottom Fishing
ir Ip Duration 

No. (hrs) 

5 117 

Sa 11 Use 
(type hrs) 

F 4. 1 
Total 4. 1 

Over a I I 
% Sal I 
Use 

4 

4 

Total 
Fuel 
Used 

203 

Fuel 
Saved 
(gals) 

6. 1 

Overal I 
Percent 

Saved 

3 

6 64 MF 2.5 4 

MFG 8.5 13 

Total 11.0 17 96 8.2 8 

13 55 F 0.4 1 

MF 2.2 4 

MFG 15.7 28 

Total 18.3 33 80 18.6 18 

Long I In Ing 
Trip Duration 

No. (hrs) 

12 129 

Sa i I Use 
(type hrs) 

F 2.0 

Overa 11 
$ SalI 
Use 

2

Total 
Fuel 
Used 

Fuel 
Saved 
(gals) 

Overa 11 
Percent 

Saved 

MF 0.5 <1 

FG 9.5 7 

MFG 1.8 1 

Total 13.8 10 206 4.8 2 

16 102 F 2. 1 2 

MFJ 7.7 8 

Total 9.8 10 212 14.5 6

<Table 6 is continued on the next page) 
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Table 6 (continued). 

Trol I Ing 
Trip Duration 

No. (hrs) 

9 8 

Sa II Use 
(type hrs) 

MFG 0.5 

Over a 11 
% Sal I 
Use 
6 

Total 
Fuel 
Used 

Fuel 
Saved 
(gals) 

Overa 11 
Percent 
Saved 

MFJG 3. 1 39 
Total 3.6 45 11 ** 3.2 29 

10 9 MFG 7.5 83 
Total 7.5 83 9** 3.8 40 

*Sal I use Includes motor sal I Ing and sal I-only operatlons.**Estlmatlon 
ba s ed o n  ty p e  of v e s s e l o p e r ati o n  a nd c o nd lto n s. 
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Figure 13 makes evident the relationship between the percentage of 
time that the sal Is are In use and the percentage of fuel saved on a 
trip by trip basl�. 

Figure 13. 
Percent of Fuel Saved vs Percent of Time 

That Salls are In use 
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B.e Discussion and Consluslonse

Two aspects of the fuel savings analysis on the Norfolk� muste
be examined to e�aluate her performance. Both her overal I savings 
during fishing trips and short term savings during portions of trips
should be studied to best analyze the sal I rig's contribution to the 
vessel. First, the overal I savings picture wll I be considered. 

Estimates for two short trol I Ing trips could not be calculated due 
to the trips' tot�I fuel consumption not being logged. The overal I fuel 
savings for three bottom fishing trips range from 3 to 18 percent and 
for two longllnln9 trips, 2 to 6 percent (Table 6). These rates of fuel 
savings are quite low. 

When one examines the percentage of time sails were used on each of 
the trips (Table 6), It becomes apparent that this aspect of the ves
sel's operation Is a major limiting factor In Its fuel savings record. 
On the bottom fishing trips sails were used only a maximum of 33 percent 
on one trip while the other trips exhibited sail use 4 and 17 percent of 
the time overal I. long I In Ing trips showed a 10 percent use of sal Is. 

A computer analysis of the feaslbll lty of retrofitting sail Ing rigs 
on snapper-grouper. boats working out of Florida's Gulf coast ports Indi
cates these vessels should be able to use their sails about 60 percent
of the time (3). In this same study, even a conservative 30 percent use 
of sal I-assisted power Is estimated to provide reasonable fuel savings
for the 400-ml le round trip to the grounds. Given the obvious relation
ship between the percentage of time the sails were used and the overal I 
fuel savings observed (Fig. 13), an Increase In overal I sal I use would 
slgnlflcantly enhance fuel savings. 

Scheduling ot fishing operations around offshore weather conditions 
would maximize the percentage of time that sail could be used. During
the test period I� which fishing trips were made, salvage-towing Job 
demands on the vessel significantly restricted the scheduling of such 
trips. It is likely that more experience with offshore wind patterns 
and ful I-time devotion of vessel use to fishing would result In higher
fuel savings rates. 

Average wind speeds observed during the fishing trips made for this 
study were 9.2 knots. On the average, 11 to 21 knot winds are observed 
over the mld-Atl�ntlc continental shelf 42 percent of the time In March 
and Apr! I, 46 percent from May to August and 47 percent from September 
to November (4). Therefore, sufficient wind magnitudes should be aval t
able during the fishing season to permit reasonable rates of sal !
assisted power us�. 

While overal I fuel savings were low for the Initial fishing ex
periences of the Norfolk�. the examination of short-period savings 
during trips better Indicates the vessel 1 s potential. During bottom 
fishing trips, 50 percent fuel savings were achieved by using the sails 
on a 15.7 hour run (Trip 13, Table 4). On two other trips 20 and 25 
percent savings were real I zed over 8.5-hour and 4.1-hour runs respec
tively (Trips 6 and 5, Table 4). Similarly on the long! Ina trips, runs 
of 9.5 hours and 7.7 hours resulted In 43 and 46 percent fuel savings 
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respectively (Trips 12 and 16, Table 4), Even higher fuel savings were 
achieved on trolling trips, but these are not the types of trips com��r
clal fishing boats (other than charter boats) make In the region. 

Again as the vessel owners gain more experience with offshore sea 
conditions and wind patterns, they may prove able to make such runs a 
greater proportion of their total offshore trips and so approach an 
overal I savings In the range of 20 to 30 percent. 

In looking at typical runs made to the offshore fishing grounds out 
of Chesapeake Bay for longllnlng and some wreck fishing, such runs are 
usually In the range of 70 to 75 miles. If the vessel could achieve 
overall fuel savings of 25 percent on runs to and from these grounds at 
a cruising speed of seven knots, then a savings of approximately thirty 
do! lars per trip could be real !zed (at fuel prices of $1 .20 per gal Ion). 
If 20 such trips per year were made, then an annual savings of about 
$600,00 would be accrued, This amount of potential savings Indicates 
that unless considerably longer trips were the rule In the mid-Atlantic 
region, payback on the sail-rig Investme nt would occur at an unaccep
table rate. However, If trips of twice the Indicated distance were the 
usual case, an annual savings of about $1,200.00 would be real I zed and 
the economics of sal I-assist would look considerably better,• 

In sul!Yllary, the larger the percentage of time the sails are In use, 
the more savings achieved over the period of a trip. For best fuel 
savings, the selection of the grounds should be made with an eye to the 
winds I lkely to be encountered on the trip. A beam reach out and back 
Is much more economical than head winds out and ta! I winds back. If 
fishing strategy could Include longer trips, the economic return at
tributed to sal I-assisted fuel savings would be enhanced. Extending his 
vessel 1 s operating range without any penalty in fuel consumption 
provides a fisherman with the advantage of working grounds economically 
inaccessible to his local competition. 

In a sail-assisted vessel designed Just for fishing, the use of 
sal Is must be relied on for a substantial portion of the motive power.
The subsequent effect on the vessel design Is that the engine placed In 
the vessel may be smaller, This means a lower Initial cost and a lower 
operating cost. This was not the situation for the Norfolk� as her 
capabll I ties, by design, Included towing and salvage work. If this type 
of trade-off had been possible for the vessel, then a better relative 
economic return from the use of salls might be real !zed. 

This analysis of the Norfolk B..e.b.el's performance during her first 
year of fishing operations Indicates that even with a vessel designed
for as divergent types of activities as towing, salvage and fishing, 
some economic savings can be realized using sail assist. As more ex
perience is gained In the offshore fisheries by the vessel, it appears 
I lkely that greater savings can result. Since the vessel has also 
demonstrated ab! I lty to work on long runs both north and south of 
Virginia, it may prove able to compete In fisheries in these areas, un
i ike other Virginia boats of siml lar size, because such long runs 
maximize her sail-assisted power advantage, 
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C. Satisfaction of Objectives 

1. SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN FUEL CONSUMPTION 

0veral I fuel savings of 20 percent during fishing operations were 
not achieved. However, during specific periods of operation during the 
study more than twice this level was shown. 

2. MANPOWER NEEDS 

It was demonstrated that the vessel 1 s normal crew complement of two 
persons per watch was adequate for sail handling under nearly all cir
cumstances, excepting only the most extreme conditions of wind and 
weather. 

3. COME-HOME CAPABILITY 

The Norfolk Rebel's performance with sail-only was sufficient In 
terms of speed and windward ability to bring her home In the event of an 
engine breakdown. She could sal I to within 50 degrees apparent wind 
angle with acceptable leeway and could attain speeds of seven knots In 
apparent winds of 25 to 30 knots. 

4. OVERALL VESSE� At-0 CREW SAFETY 

The level of seamanship necessitated by the demands of sail han
dl Ing, such as the evaluation of wind and weather required by the choice 
of sal I confi gura tions and combinations, enhanced the ski I Is and 
ab 11 It res of the crew. The "secondary propu Is r on system" ( sa I l Ing r I g) 
serves as a backup, enabl Ing the vessel to avoid a col I is Ion or an 
obstruction should the engine fall, Improving the safety of the vessel. 

5. EXAMPLE TO THE FISHING INDUSTRY 

There has been a noticeable change among the commerclal fishermen's 
attitudes toward sai I assist. Lately there Is less reluctance to con
sider sail assist as an economical option, and more pointed interest In 
Its benefits. As a result of the Norfolk �'s operation, more than 
200 inquiries, requesting copies of her results, have been received from 
members of the fishing Industry. 

6. REDUCTION OF DOWN TIME AND ENGINE MAINTENANCE 

The overal I reduction In engine use was 10 percent, based on com
parison with a conventlonal ly powered similar craft running under power
400 more hours In an average year of swordflshlng (4,000 hours). This 
reduces the number of times that oil, oll filters, and fuel filters need 
to be changed. This savings translates Into a $150.00 annual bonus for 
the Norfolk�. not Including the extended life of the engine and Its 
components • 

... 
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VI. APPLICATIONS 

Before the fishing Industry can take ful I advantage of the results 
of this study, more work should be done to clarify the savings that 
sail-assisted ves$els may achieve. 

In the event that no further work Is done, the fisherman must look 
at this study and  extrapolate the results tro cover his or her 
situation. The findings of this study are conservative, and a fisherman 
who but Ids a vessel speclflcal ly for fishing under sail wll I likely
realize a greater savings In his cost of operation, particularly If his 
run to the fishing grounds Is over 100 miles. 

Fishermen and fishing vessel owners are the direct beneficiaries of 
this study. The findings of this study should help them In deciding
what sort of new vessel they wish to build or buy next. 

The fishing vessel owner needs to weigh the costs of a sail Ing rig, 
which can range from around $25,000 (for a rig I Ike the Norfolk B.e.b.e.l.'s)
to an estimated $90,000 (for a 70-footer with electric or hydraulic
roller furllng). These costs can be counter-balanced by the use of 
smaller engines with lower Initial cost and long-term fuel savings. The 
careful design of a sail Ing rig should al low the masts and booms to be 
used to handle fishing gear which helps to further reduce costs. 

The fishing vessel owner and operator need to be trained In the use 
of sal I-assist. Whl le there are courses to teach people sail Ing, the 
hiring of an experienced ocean sailor for on-the-Job training may work 
better. Learning the basics of sail handling only takes a short time, 
but t� get a thorough understanding of sall Ing may take six months to a 
year of sea time. 
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VI I. PROJECT EVALUATION 

A. Benefits 

The project demonstrated trip fuel savings of 3 to 40 percent whlle 
motorsal I Ing 4 to 80 percent of the time. Savings such as these help to 
cut the fis herman's o p erating expenses, and Incre ase profits. 
Addltlonal savings accrue from the sail-assisted vessel's ability to 
stay at sea longer for the same amount of fuel, If fuel capacity Is a 
I lmltlng factor on trip length. The sal Is also add to the safety of the 
vessel; they provide another means of propulsion In the event of engine 
bre akd own. Savings for a 100-ml le commercial tow amount to about 
$3,000.00, the fee for a seagoing tug's round trip to the fis hing 
grounds. The crew of a sall Ing vessel must have more ski! I than for a 
conventional, mo tor-only craft, In order to operate the sails 
effectively; this should mean fewer accidents and casualties. 

The rel I-dampening effect of the sal Is has two benefits. The 
safety of the crew Is enhanced by the slower rel I. Paravanes may be 
used to dampen a vessel 1 s rel I, but they Increase fuel consumpti on. 
Sal Is perform the same task, but decrease fuel consumption by 10 to 50 
percent (motorsall ing). 

The ab! I lty to lay-to In the sea without the engine on makes the 
vessel safer and more comfortable, reducing the stress and fatlque
levels of the crew. Decreased engine maintenance costs of about 10 per
cent Is an additional financial benefit. 

B. Impact of Project on Fishing Industry 

This project has a smal I but Important Impact on the f l s hlng 
industry. The overal I fuel savings, while low, show that through proper
appl !cation sall assistance can prove to be beneflclal to the fishing 
Industry. It also provides a base-I lne for other studies. The greatest 
Impact wll I be for those fishermen active In the fisheries which do not 
require a high bollard pul I, such as swordflshlng, trolllng and wreck 
fishing. In these fisheries, vessels having a run of over 100 ml les to 
the fishing grounds wll I benefit the most from this project • 

• 
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